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Act it out or make a model
Make a picture or diagram
Look for a pattern
Guess and check
Make an organized list
Make a table or chart
Make a simpler problem
Work backwards
Use logical reasoning
Other
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You can encourage and promote your child’s math
learning by…
Setting the environment:
❒ Have a consistent and comfortable place where
homework will be done.
❒ Always talk about math in positive ways.
❒ Know what your children are studying in math.
❒ Have high expectations for your children.
❒ Encourage your children to use technology in math.
❒ Notice mathematics in the world.
❒ Make math an everyday part of your family.
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Asking Questions
WHEN YOUR CHILD ISN’T SURE HOW TO BEGIN A PROBLEM, ASK:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Can you tell me what you know now? What math facts do you have?
What did you learn in class today?
What do you need to find out? Can you estimate the answer?
How might you begin? What can you try first?
Can you make a drawing or picture to get started?

WHILE YOUR CHILD IS WORKING ON A PROBLEM, ASK:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How can you organize your information? Will a list or table help?
What would happen if …? Show me what you did that didn’t work.
Can you explain the strategy you’re using to solve this?
Why did you …?
What could you do next? Do you see any patterns?

WHEN YOUR CHILD FINDS AN ANSWER, ASK:
▪ Does that answer make sense? Why do you think that?
▪ How did you get your answer? Do you think its right?
▪ Convince me that your solution makes sense. Explain it in a different way.
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Here are some ways to help your child extend their thinking…

▪

Remember “wait time I and II”

Provide at least five seconds of thinking time after a question and after a response.

▪

Ask “follow-ups’

E.g., “Why? How do you know? Do you agree? Will you give an example? Can you tell me
more?

▪

Cue responses to “open ended” questions

E.g., “Is that the only answer? Is there another way?”

▪

Ask your child to “unpack their thinking”

E.g., ‘Describe how you arrived at your answer.”

▪

Play devil’s advocate

Require your child to defend their reasoning against different points of view.

▪

Encourage questioning

Provide opportunities for your child to ask their own questions.
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Here are some questions to ask during homework
sessions to develop the mathematical processes.
These questions can all be modified specific to the grade level and type of problem.

Problem Solving
• How does this problem remind you of a problem you have solved before?
• What are the connections between this problem and [identify the problem] we solved
last week?
• What are some specific cases in this problem?
• How would you state this problem in your own words?
• What problem-solving strategies have you tried?
• What strategy will you try next?
• What were the advantages and disadvantages of the strategies you tried?
• Which strategies can you combine to help you solve this problem?
• What factors make this a difficult problem?
• What are some of the complexities of this problem?

Reasoning and Proving
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can we show that this is true for all cases?
In what cases might our conclusion not hold true?
How can we verify this answer?
Explain the reasoning behind your prediction.
Why does this work? e.g., the procedure for bisecting an angle using compasses
Explain the reasons for your answer.
Consider the pattern. What do you think will happen if this pattern continues?
Show how you know that this statement is true.
Give an example of when this statement is false.
Explain why you do not accept the argument as proof.
How could we check that solution?
What other situations need to be considered?

(Questions were developed from the Ministry’s TIPS4RM project)
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Reflecting
• Have you thought about…?
• What do you notice about…?
• What patterns do you see?
• Does this problem/answer make sense to you?
• How does this compare to…?
• What could you start with to help you explore the possibilities?
• How can you verify this answer?
• What evidence of your thinking can you share?
• Is this a reasonable answer, given that…?

Selecting Tools and Computational Strategies
a) Selecting Tools
• How did the learning tool you chose contribute to your understanding/solving of the
problem? assist in your communication?
• In what ways would [name a tool, e.g., GSP®,a graphing calculator, linking cubes, a
ruler] assist in your investigation/solving of this problem?
• What other tools did you consider using? Explain why you chose not to use them.

b) Selecting Computational Strategies
• Explain why you chose this computational strategy.
• Is an exact answer necessary for this question? Would estimation be adequate?
Explain.
• Think of a different way to do the calculation that may be more efficient.
• What estimation strategy did you use? Was your result sufficiently accurate for the
question?
• Why was a calculator necessary (or helpful) for this problem?
• Explain another computational strategy that could be used for this problem
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Connecting
• What other math have you studied that has some of the same principles, properties,
or procedures as this? e.g., How does knowing the formula for the volume of the
rectangular prism help us to find the formula for the volume of a triangular prism?
How is adding “like terms” similar to adding integers?
• How do these different representations connect to one another? e.g., What seems to
be the connection between the horizontal intercept of the graph and the numeric table
of values?
• When could this mathematical concept or procedure be used in daily life?
• What connection do you see between a problem you did previously and todays
problem?

Representing
•
•
•
•
•

What would other representations of this problem demonstrate?
Explain why you chose this representation.
How could you represent this idea algebraically? graphically?
Does this graphical representation of the data bias the viewer? Explain.
What properties would you have to use to construct a dynamic representation of this
situation?
• In what way would a scale model help you solve this problem?

Communicating
•
•
•
•
•

How can you express (explain, describe) this in a different way?
What is a definition for…?
How can you reword this question (answer)?
What mathematical symbols could you use to communicate this statement?
What mathematical operations are implied by the wording of this problem?
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Family Math – Useful Websites
Online Math Dictionaries & Materials
The following online resources can help define and explain many
terms and concepts.

mathematics

● Harcourt Multimedia Math Glossary
http://www.harcourtschool.com/glossary/math_advantage/index.html
● Hand Made Manipulative Instructions
http://mason.gmu.edu/~mmankus/Handson/manipulatives.htm
http://wps.ablongman.com/ab_vandewalle_math_5/0,7959,796754-,00.html
● Math Playground – Math Videos
http://www.mathplayground.com/mathvideos.html

Ministry Resources
● Ministry of Education (curriculum documents & exemplars)
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/elementary/math.html
● Helping your child do math – A guide for parents
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/parentGuideNum.pdf
● Education Quality & Accountability Office (visit Parent Resources for sample assessment
questions, Glossary & scoring guides)
http://www.eqao.com
● Supporting Your Child’s Learning – Podcast Series
http://www.curriculum.org/secretariat/SYCL.shtml
● Mathville – Grade One Ministry Licensed till March 2011
http://www.mathville.com/one/
(Students may access Mathville 1 from home using the User Name: fun155, Password:
numbers.)
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Resources and Activities
1. The Math Forum - Ask Dr. Math
The Math Forum is a wonderful resource full of mathematics. The Ask Dr. Math is a sharing forum where you
can post questions, take part in a discussion or search the archives for past problems.
http://mathforum.org/library/drmath/drmath.elem.html

2. PBS Kids Cyberchase - Web Activities
Learn about online games and puzzles for kids on the Cyberchase site. Kids can play on their own, with friends
and classmates, or with the support of a parent or teacher. Browse the guide and click on the links to get
started!
http://pbskids.org/cyberchase/parentsteachers/lessons_web.html

3. Hands-On Puzzles – Grades 1-8
Over 100 puzzles, sorted by grade level and easy to use with your kids. Collection of classic and Modern
Puzzles.
http://www.puzzles.com/PuzzlesInEducation/HandsOnPuzzles/AllGrades.htm

4. NRICH
NRICH is an innovative collaboration between the Faculties of Mathematics and Education at the University of
Cambridge, part of the University’s Millennium Mathematics Project. NRICH provides thousands of free
online mathematics resources for ages 3 to 18, covering all stages of early years, primary and secondary
school education - completely free and available to all.
https://nrich.maths.org/
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Materials Needed:
- 24 counters (coins, blocks, beans, paper clips, etc.)
How to play the game:
1. You need two players.
2. There are 24 counters in the pot.
3. Each player takes turns taking 1, 2, or 3 counters from
the pot.
4. The winner is the player who is the last one to take from
the pot.

Questions:
1. Can one of the players always win? Explain.
2. What happens if 3 people play the game?
3. What happens if we use a different number of counters?
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Les matériels:
- 24 jetons (pièces de monnaie, blocs, haricots, trombones,
etc.)

Comment jouer le jeu:
1. Vous avez besoin de deux joueurs.
2. Chaque joueur prend son tour à ajouter 1, 2, ou 3 jetons au pot.
3. Le gagnant est le joueur qui a fait la somme de 24 jetons,
exactement, dans le pot (c’est-à-dire, le gagnant est le dernier
joueur à mettre ses jetons dans le pot pour faire 24 jetons).

Questions:
1. Est-ce qu’un des joueurs peut toujours gagner? Expliquez?
2. Qu’est-ce qui arrive si 3 personnes jouent le jeu?
3. Qu’est-ce qui arrive si vous utilisez un nombre de jetons différent?
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Part 1: Addition Using Base 10-Blocks
http://mason.gmu.edu/~mmankus/whole/base10/asmdb10.htm
1. One Type of Addition Algorithm

2. Try these problems using Base 10 Blocks and the algorithm. Document your work.

Part 2: Subtraction
1. One Type of Subtraction Algorithm

2. Try these problems using Base 10 Blocks and the algorithm. Document your work.
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Part 3: Multiplication
1. One Type of Multiplication Algorithm - If you have 23 students in your class and they each need 12 straws for a
craft project, how many straws do you need to supply? We write this as 23 groups of 12 or 23 × 12. Write out
how you would find the solution to this problem.
2. Notice two applications of the Distributive Property gives us the "standard" pieces. Here you see this in both
vertical and horizontal formats. Find the pieces from the computations below on the area model. Notice that we
are actually finding 12, 23's.

Vertical:

OR
Horizontal:

3. Try these problems using Base 10 Blocks. Draw or printout the area model you construct. Write out the details of
the algorithm and find the products on your area model. Notice that the second problem is multi step. (Why?)
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Part 4: Division
1. One Type of Division Algorithm - You have 483 sea shells for a class art project. Each student needs 21 shells.
How many students will be able to make the project? How many groups of 21 shells can you form out of 483
objects? We write 483 ÷ 21. Write out how you would find the solution to this problem.
2. Find the number of groups of size 21 are on the Area Model. Draw in the left most column with the appropriate
"Base 10 Blocks."
3. Next, look at the scaffold method below. (Is there a correlation to the scaffold "good guess" method and the Area
Model? Does there have to be a relationship?)

Scaffold:

4. Now, you have 483 sea shells for a class art project. There are 21 students in your class. If you give each student
the same number of shells, how many shells will each student have? Use the blocks to model this problem. Is it
still written 483 ÷ 21? Discuss.
5. Try these by drawing Base 10 Blocks. Then, write out the solution using the scaffold method.
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1. Can you find the area of
shape in two different

this
ways?

2. Create 5 different
rectangles on the geoboard.
3. How many different rectangles can you create with an area
of 8?
4. Can you create other shapes with an area of 8?
5. How many different rectangles can you create with a
perimeter of 8?
6. Can you create a four-sided shape with only one right angle?
7. Can you create a six-sided shape with only one line of
symmetry?
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MY TANGRAM BOOK

Name:_______________________
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Preparation:

Create a “deck” of Crypto cards. A deck consists of 52 cards in the following sequence:
numbers (1-10) x 3 - 1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3 etc.
numbers (11 - 17) x 2 - 11,11,12,12,13,13,etc and
numbers (18 -25) a single card for each.

How to Play:

The game is played by dealing 4 cards to each player and 1 card turned up in the center. The
players use the order of operations with the cards in their hands to create the number in the
centre.
Example: Player 1 is dealt 4,2,1,3 - and the card turned up in center is a 10. By order of
operations these numbers can result in 10 in several ways, such as
4 +2+1+3 =10, or
(4x3) - (2x1) =10, or
(4x2) + 3-1=10.
The first person to use their cards to total the centre card says “CRYPTO!” and wins the round
only after they have explained how they got their answer.

Modifications:
Scores can be kept by the number of cards used to get the centre card. For example, a
player can get 2 points for using two cards (i.e. 4 +6 = 10); 3 points for using three cards and
4 points for using four cards. This type of scoring makes it less competitive.
Use only numbers 1 through 10. Children can use one, two, three or four cards to win a round.
For enrichment: Have them use integers, fractions or decimals!
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